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ABSTRACT
The trend of urbanization has started over two centuries ago and is no longer limited to high-income countries. As a result, city population growth has led to the emergence of applications that manage complex processes within cities by utilizing recent technological advances, thereby transforming them into smart cities. Besides automating complex processes within a city, technology also enables a simplified integration of citizens into identifying problems and creating corresponding solutions. This paper discusses an approach that enables citizens to design and later execute their own services within a smart city environment by employing conceptual modeling and microservices. The overall aim is to establish the role of a citizen developer. The proposed approach is then discussed within our proof of concept environment based on a drone tour guide case.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interaction design process and methods; Interaction paradigms; • Networks → Cyber-physical networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

According to the United Nations, almost 55% of the World’s population already lives in cities, and predictions state that the urbanization rate will rise to more than 65% within the next 30 years [29]. Consequently, a growing amount of research is investigating the challenges and opportunities resulting from the steady population growth within cities worldwide. Such challenges emerge due to the increased complexity of handling processes within growing cities [1, 19, 26, 28]. Transportation, housing, and sustainable resource management are only some of the many challenges megacities face.

One approach to tackle these increasingly complex processes is utilizing recent advances regarding digital technologies. The objective of these approaches is to exploit the potential benefits that result from integrating technologies into a city’s infrastructure. Such benefits can be realized by either optimizing existing processes and services or generating completely new ones. The domain of complementary approaches is often grouped under the term smart city. However, no universal definition has been established yet, and many different terminologies are used in the literature to distinguish between different smart city domains [5, 7].

Although the incorporation of technologies usually forms the basis for developing a solution, they alone cannot solve the complex problems of modern cities. In addition, a comprehensive understanding of the core problem is needed to develop a solution. As part of understanding the problem, it is crucial to identify the involved stakeholders whose perspectives need to be considered. Following the low-code principle (cf. [32]), we propose an approach for creating new services within a city without comprehensive software engineering knowledge. The overall aim is to enable citizens to develop problem-based solutions on their own. To support this aim, models are used within our approach to capture the citizen knowledge and execute it in the smart city environment.

For this purpose, we first describe the relevant elements of the smart city setting before introducing a smart city-based drone tour guide case scenario in section 3, to highlight the challenges we aim to address. The scenario was created based on experience with smart city teaching cases (cf. [3, 4]), also applied during the NEMO Summer School’. Based on this scenario, we present our approach and associated requirements in section 4. Afterwards, our proposed solution is discussed within a proof-of-concept environment (see section 5). Finally, we conclude our study with a SWOT analysis.

2 RELATED WORK

The related work of the present study encompasses a general elaboration of smart cities before the theoretical foundation of microservices, and conceptual modeling is established.

* https://nemo.omilab.org/, last visited: 16-03-2021
2.1 Smart City Setting

For the general elaboration of the smart city setting, we first substantiate our understanding of the term smart city since no universally accepted definition exists in the scientific literature. Afterwards, we use established application dimensions to further classify our case within the smart city setting. In general, the term smart city refers to a set of approaches that use technologies to optimize existing or shape new processes in cities [1]. Such services are often provided by the city administration and consumed by other entities within the city. The overall goal is that either administrative processes, the life of citizens, or both, improve through the incorporation of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) [39].

Nevertheless, a widely accepted definition of the term smart city has yet to be established, which is why various terms exist to describe different concepts of smart cities [5, 7]. Namely, Wired, Intelligent, Digital, or Knowledge City are all terms used in the scientific literature to distinguish between different areas and concepts of smart cities. Camero and Alba [5] conducted an extensive review on the smart city literature and concluded that no universally used definition of the term smart city exists among their analyzed publications. To contribute to a more common understanding of the smart city domain, we adapted the following definition by the European Parliament [24] instead of establishing our own:

“A smart city is a city seeking to address public issues via ICT-based solutions on the basis of a multi-stakeholder, municipally based partnership.” [24, p.9]

We deemed this definition most suitable for this study’s drone tour guide case while still leaving room for context-specific adaptations. Nevertheless, context-specific adaptations must be clarified during the design phase of applications within this broad definition. Moreover, we argue that a holistic view of the smart city setting is needed, in which citizens, technologies, and the environment are not treated as independent but interacting entities [27].

To further classify our case study, we use six application dimensions proposed within the report on European smart cities that the European Parliament commissioned (e.g., [24]). Since then, these dimensions have been adopted in the smart city literature [1, 5, 26]. A common approach to distinguish between the different application dimensions is to assess who provides the respective application, which infrastructure is needed, and whether it aims at generating benefits for administrative purposes, for the citizens, or both [39]. Considering the six application dimensions, we classify the drone tour guide case as an interface between Smart Living, Smart Economy, and partially Smart Mobility.

Smart Living describes applications in a smart city that enable new lifestyles and consumption through technology [5, 24]. In our case, the consumption of touristic attractions is enabled by combining drones with microservice-enriched city infrastructures. Additionally, we consider our tour guide to offer an innovative service in the sense of a Smart Economy application, which, among others, encompasses all kinds of technology-enabled innovations and new services [5, 24]. Finally, we classify the drone tour guide at least partially as a Smart Mobility application, which generally describes the enhancement of transport or logistics systems through technologies [5, 24]. Even though the drone tour guide doesn’t enhance transportation systems, it still depends on an interconnected system to safely navigate the city.

To sum up, we define a smart city in the context of our drone tour guide case as a city, in which ICTs are incorporated into a city’s infrastructure and combined with other digital technologies to generate benefits for the citizens.

2.2 Microservices in Smart Cities

The following section covers the fundamentals of microservice architecture. The aim is not to provide an analysis of microservices in smart cities but rather to illustrate how the related concepts are used in the context of this paper.

As discussed in section 2.1, we understand a smart city as a city that tries to overcome its challenges by applying ICT-based solutions. ICT in smart cities often includes applications associated with the Internet of Things (IoT) [39]. These applications lead to increased complexity for software systems within smart cities. One way to tackle this complexity is the application of web services in the form of a microservice architecture [21].

The functionality of a software system in a microservice architecture is separated into decoupled services, each focusing on an independent functionality [6, 23]. Each microservice can be written in its own programming language and possesses its own technology stack. This architecture reduces the dependency within the software system and supports individual deployment, maintenance, and replacement. Each service runs independently, and communication between services is done through light-weighted communication protocols (e.g., REST-like interfaces). As discussed later (see citizen developer in section 3.1), communes, businesses, or even citizens can offer such services. The workflows of the software system are then executed through the connection of different microservices. Two ways of accomplishing this execution are orchestration, and choreography [6]. Orchestration means that a centralized service exists, which handles the execution of the workflow. In choreography, on the other hand, such a centralized service does not exist, and the workflow is embedded into the microservices.

We assume for our use case that different services in a smart city are provided by multiple stakeholders, like other citizens, businesses, or the municipality. The stakeholders should then be able to define their own services by orchestrating existing ones, as it is often done in microservice architectures. The business logic of the created services is then described through conceptual models, which are executed in a microservice environment (cf. [37, 38]).

In our paper, we analyze how such an approach can look like in the smart city domain and what the resulting requirements consist of. We focus our analysis of such services in a smart city on two viewpoints: consumers and developers of a service.

2.3 Conceptual Modeling

We use conceptual models in this work to capture the knowledge exchanged between humans and the smart city environment. This approach provides an easy way for humans to describe their desired objectives in the smart city environment. In return, the environment needs to enable the execution of such descriptions, which implies that both sides can process the knowledge captured in the models.
Models are defined as conceptual models if the concepts from the domain under study and their relations are abstracted and represented in the model itself [25]. Thereby, conceptual models reduce the complexity of a given system under study through abstraction [13, 25]. This is achieved by omitting unnecessary characteristics and only including the essential ones in the model. Which characteristics are deemed important depends heavily on the creation purpose of the respective model [10].

In computer science, conceptual models are used to represent existing or planned information systems [25]. Therefore, knowledge is described using dedicated modeling languages, which define the notation, syntax, and semantics of the models [12, 16, 35]. The benefit of using such a language is that everyone familiar with its definition can understand the models created with it. Karagiannis et al. [16] further argue that the value of models is increased if they can be automatically processed by tools to put the captured knowledge to work. This vital part distinguishes the modeling language (notation, syntax, and semantic) from a modeling method (including automated processing and guidelines to create models). In our paper, we use this feature of models for the interaction between humans and the smart city. Humans describe their knowledge using dedicated modeling languages, which can then be processed and executed in the smart city environment.

One way of processing models was introduced in [37, 38] where Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are controlled using conceptual models. The idea of this approach is to capture both the domain knowledge and the tasks that should be executed in the models. The CPS offer their capabilities without having a deeper understanding of the domain and its processes. In [38] these models are called Smart Models and used to decouple the CPS from the domain knowledge. In the context of this paper, we aim to build upon this idea while focusing on how the models can be used as means of communication between humans and a smart city environment. Nevertheless, it needs to be emphasized that we do not aim to design a new modeling method for these interactions. Instead, the objective is to analyze which requirements the models and the smart city environment must offer to allow such interactions. Therefore, we introduce the drone tour guide case in the next section as a smart city environment, in which models are used as means for communication.

3 THE DRONE TOUR GUIDE CASE

This section covers the relevant requirements and challenges of the drone tour guide case within the previously discussed smart city setting before the smart city environment, and the drone tour guide scenario itself is described.

3.1 Requirements and Challenges in the Smart City

First, we focus on requirements and associated challenges during the design phase of the drone tour guide. Before doing so, the different entities present in this scenario have to be determined.

As mentioned in the previous section, a smart city application usually consists of an interaction between the three entities (i) human, (ii) technology, and (iii) city infrastructure. Before assessing the individual requirements and key challenges for each of these entities, we have to differentiate between two possible expressions of the entity human. At this point, the ongoing trend towards citizen development needs to be introduced for better understanding.

A citizen developer is considered a developer with little to no experience regarding software engineering or coding. Yet, they use so-called low-code or no-code platforms designed to enable fast, easy, and cost-efficient application development [32]. The idea behind citizen development originates from the problem of shadow IT systems within organizations where employees use applications other than those provided by the organization itself to compensate for specific shortcomings [11]. Consequently, employees have been encouraged to develop such workarounds through in-house low- or no-code platforms in order to distributed resulting applications within the whole organization. Since then, the concept of citizen developers has also been applied outside of organizational borders, for example, with mobile app development [30] or process mining applications [36]. A similar approach is present in the smart city literature, namely in the form of participation platforms [34]. Based on this elaboration, we distinguish between humans that use the drone tour guide service and those that develop the tours. In the following, we will refer to the first as citizen tourist while referring to the latter as citizen developer.

A general requirement during the process of designing smart city applications is to answer the question of how and to which extent the human will be incorporated into the respective application architecture [27]. In our case, both the citizen tourist and the citizen developer are part of the application architecture (see Figure 3). The main requirement of citizen tourists is awareness about the available smart city services and applications. Accordingly, the lack of awareness is a key challenge for smart city development [19]. The subsequent challenges resulting from a lack of awareness affect both citizen tourists and citizen developers. The citizen tourists need to be aware of the offered drone tour guide service in order to use it, while the citizen developers need to have awareness in the first place to create tours. Therefore, the awareness and participation of citizen developers is a key requirement in the context of this study. Participation platforms have been proposed to raise citizen engagement to meet this general challenge in smart cities [34].

The technology requirements of our drone tour guide are primarily related to the capabilities a drone needs to possess for performing its tasks. Voice recognition combined with natural language processing, image recognition, temperature sensors, and access to open data are only some of the requirements that need to be fulfilled to ensure the functionality of the drone tour guide. Another technological and, at the same time, a general challenge of smart cities are the continuous and sometimes drastic advances of the technologies used in this context, which in return cause difficulties regarding the interoperability and long-term planning perspective within these cities [20]. Consequently, an ICT-enhanced and connected infrastructure is a key requirement to be fulfilled. Otherwise, deficits in the infrastructure can become a significant barrier during the development of smart city services [26]. Finally, the lack of an operational framework has to be mentioned as a general challenge of smart city development [19] that we aim to address by providing a framework for describing our smart city service on a high abstraction level. After assessing the requirements and challenges of the drone tour guide in the smart city setting, the specifications of the smart city environment have to be determined.
3.2 The Smart City Environment

For a comprehensive understanding of the drone tour guide case and the possibilities of the microservice architecture, the environment of our scenario needs to be determined.

The drone tour guide scenario takes place in a smart city environment equipped with CPS, which offers a microservice-oriented architecture for the city infrastructure. Due to this open infrastructure, the CPS can communicate with each other and gather necessary information while being structurally independent. This lack of a dependency on basic microservices allows developers to create complex services without interfering with existing ones. In our scenario, the smart city uses dynamic and static CPS to gather and distribute information in the ecosystem. Static CPS, such as smart trash cans and surveillance cameras, are strategically placed in defined locations. In contrast, dynamic CPS, such as flying drones, gather and use the information on traffic and weather conditions while moving through the city.

3.3 The Drone Tour Guide Scenarios

The next step in this section on the drone tour guide case is to present two scenarios. We describe the respective procedure relevant to realizing a drone service in the smart city while also highlighting the previously discussed requirements. The first scenario illustrates the tour creation process by a citizen developer, while the second one depicts the tour consumption by a citizen or tourist.

Tour creation. For exemplification, let us assume a citizen of Vienna decides to use its expertise in Viennese architecture to create a tour specifically designed to include the city’s most famous architectural buildings. To do so, the citizen first creates a profile on the citizen developer platform for drone tours. At this point, the previously described requirements of awareness and participation come into play since the service cannot be offered without the contributions of citizens. The platform provides an interface for these citizen developers, containing a selection of most commonly used and best-fitting microservices, as displayed in Figure 1. Further elaborations on this exemplary microservice interface of our drone tour guide scenario are provided in section 5. After registration, the citizen developer can create a drone tour according to his ideas using the conceptual modeling languages offered by the citizen developer platform. This is achieved by combining individual microservices among the available ones, which range from CityDrones: Drone Interface and Vienna Pedestrian Routing Service up to Vienna Weather Reporting Service in our scenario.

Tour consumption. Following the tour creation process, let us now assume that a tourist is visiting the city of Vienna and decides to get to know the most famous attractions of the city. Again, the previously described awareness requirement is highlighted since the tourist must be aware of the drone tour guide service to use it. To select a tour, the tourist first needs to create a user account and browse the library of tours made available by citizen developers through the previously described process of tour creation. After browsing through the library of available tours, the tourist selects a tour fitting their preferences, created by the architectural domain expert. Upon selection, the tourist is asked to check-in at the nearest drone station while also receiving a tour summary, information about the individual stops, and general information about...
the weather. The current weather information for the different locations in the city is gathered by other drones currently moving around the city. As soon as the platform confirms the arrival at the pickup point, the tourist is assigned a personal tour guide drone, which introduces itself, explains the tour process, and kindly asks the tourist to follow along for the duration of the tour. In the last step, the drone flies to the nearest drone station after completing the tour to charge and be available for the next customer.

4 MODEL-BASED DOMAIN-SPECIFIC SERVICES THROUGH MICROSERVICE ORCHESTRATION

In the context of the introduced drone tour guide case, we now discuss our proposed solution on how conceptual modeling combined with a microservice architecture can facilitate the creation of new services by citizens of a smart city. In the following, city services describes services that citizens created to offer specific functionalities to consumers. Such city services are created with the help of conceptual models. Thereby multiple microservices are used to offer this functionality. A microservice in this context is a reusable service provided within the smart city to create new services.

4.1 Relevant Smart City Entities

To begin with, we introduce the relevant entities of our use case. Figure 2 displays the different interactions between these entities in an interdependence model. Human represents human actors who can engage with a smart city through two distinct interactions. The first of these interactions is labeled Citizen as consumer and means that citizens consume city services or microservices offered by the city. Depending on the specific service, the consumers interact with the interface (e.g., web interface) to accomplish a particular task. The second interaction is labeled Citizen as developer and represents the possibility of citizens to create their own city services within a smart city through the use of conceptual models.

The developer relation is the core focus of this paper, in which we analyze how a citizen can define their city services. The aim is that humans without well-founded programming skills are provided with an opportunity to create new city services through conceptual modeling. To accomplish this aim, we first discuss the requirements a smart city must fulfill to allow for service creations as described in our case. Therefore, we follow a low-code approach (see section 3.1) to reduce the needed programming skills for developers.

The entity Smart City represents the services offered and the physical environments they interact with. The physical part is represented through Environment and contains all aspects which are not directly connected to technology (e.g., trees, streets, buildings, etc.). The applications and hardware directly related to computing power are represented through Technology. These components offer the services’ APIs and implement the application logic. Examples for hardware in Technology would be CPS like the drone or sensors.

Possible interactions between Technology and Environment are represented by Sensing and Actuation Interaction, which both represent relations between the Environment and fitting hardware in Technology. Sensing means that some aspects of the smart city are captured and transformed into digital signals, like a temperature sensor or a video stream. On the other hand, actuation describes the change of an element in the smart city, like traffic lights changing their color. Although these relations mark an important aspect of smart cities, they are not the focus of this work, which is why these capabilities are considered to be provided.

In total, two roles can be identified regarding the relation between humans and the smart city: consumers and developers. In this context, consumers use predefined services to satisfy a need for which they have to interact with the smart city. More precisely, a tourist must interact with the drone tour guide service to reserve a drone or adapt the route according to their needs. Corresponding interactions need to be considered while creating new city services.

The developer is defined through the Citizen as Developer relation and has the goal to create a new city service to be used by the inhabitants of a smart city. As already mentioned, developers in the context of this paper do not need extensive knowledge in software engineering or coding. By following a low-code approach, developers are enabled to create new city services through conceptual modeling. Since models operate on a higher abstraction level than code, they should be easier to comprehend. However, developers still have to be familiar with the city infrastructure and the conceptual modeling methods to some extent.

4.2 Model-based City Services

After discussing the important entities and their roles within our smart city, we now elaborate on how conceptual modeling can support developers in creating city services.

City services generally need basic functionalities to operate, for example, processing payments, finding routes, ascertaining weather forecasts, and similar tasks. Consequently, such functionalities should be encapsulated and offered to developers by other parties, like the municipality, private businesses, or other citizens. Reusing functionalities eases the work of developers and gives providers of functionalities the opportunity to specialize in their tasks. This can be accomplished by using a microservice architecture, where each functionality is encapsulated in one microservice [6, 23].

The microservices can either be created through a low-code approach or software engineering. As defined in this paper, city services can also be created through the reuse of already existing microservices, which in our case is done by a developer through conceptual models. A microservice can provide and require information, and both ways must be supported by the modeling tool.
Between the interaction with two different microservices, it can be necessary to prepare the information from one microservice to be used as input for the next one. To acknowledge the consumer’s interaction with the city service, it is necessary that a microservice provides the corresponding capabilities. This can be accomplished either by dedicated communication services or if the interaction is part of the microservice, offering the desired functionality in the first place. In our drone tour guide example, this can mean that communication with the tourist is either handled over a dedicated communication service or part of the routing service itself.

The models can be used with microservices for a more specific or general purpose. An example of one specific microservice would be a routing service for the old town, while a payment microservice would be more general. Therefore, different models with different degrees of domain specificity are needed [9, 15]. This also means that the extent to which concepts in a modeling language are oriented on the domain of the microservice (e.g., routing) varies just as the number of different microservices that can be used.

4.3 Smart City Infrastructure Requirements

Based on the drone tour guide case (see section 3) and the previous subsections, we now extract requirements towards the proposed infrastructure, with which we mean the modeling tool for creating and executing the conceptual models and the environment for managing the microservices.

First, a modeling tool for creating and processing models must be available. Such a tool should provide not only generic but also domain-specific model processing capabilities that are tailored to the needs of a specific domain [16]. In our case, domain-specific processing is represented by the execution of a model in the smart city environment. Therefore, model processing is an essential requirement for the proposed infrastructure. The modeling tool must process, send, and receive information to enable the interaction with the microservices and thereby create city services. Nevertheless, the modeling tool does not have to be a single application, as different modeling methods with different modeling tools can be used to describe various aspects of a city service. Such tools must be able to link the modeled information to create a coherent view throughout the models, assuming that the information is separated in multiple modeling methods or even modeling tools. Further, the modeling methods should evolve alongside the smart city to always offer the right modeling method for the right problem [14].

Parts of already modeled knowledge should be reusable within the model. This can support the developers even further, as it enables structuring of the models and reusing parts from other developers. For example, the model on how to interact with a routing service can be shared with and used by other developers to easily retrieve a route for their own city service. The respective microservices must not only be able to execute their own application logic but also interact with the consumer to tailor specific executions. An example from the drone tour guide would be that the drone does not know where to go next and therefore asks the consumer to decide. These interaction capabilities must be included in the model, as they hold the application logic of a city service.

Lastly, the consumer must be able to trigger the defined city service to decide when the respective service starts. Therefore, the modeled knowledge must be provided to the environment to be callable and executable. The microservices also need a platform where they are managed and configured for integration into city services. Besides storing microservices, it is vital that their status can be controlled to interfere if problems occur and a service is not responsive. Further, the microservices should be scaled if there is exceptionally high traffic for a specific service.

5 THE DRONE TOUR GUIDE: PROOF OF CONCEPT

In this section, we apply the insights from the previous section in the context of the introduced drone tour guide case. The objective is to outline the used proof of concept system to evaluate our solution for handling comparable cases in smart cities by employing conceptual modeling and microservices.

For this purpose, we adapted the interdependence model from Figure 2 to fit the drone tour guide case. The result is displayed in Figure 3, where the two roles, the consumer as tourist and the developer as tour guide creator, are represented, each with their corresponding interaction types to the smart city. In this section, we concentrate on the developer interaction since the citizen developer’s ability to describe new tours through conceptual modeling is essential to reduce the required programming skills. We assume that the interaction between humans and the drone and between the drone and the smart city is already established through microservices. Hence we focus on how the existing microservices can be utilized collectively to create new city services for consumers. In our case, the newly created city service is represented by the drone tour guide that guides tourists through the city while providing insightful information about selected points of interest (POIs).

The two relations between citizens and the smart city are visualized in the Usage Layer of Figure 4. If citizens interact with the Smart City Environment and consume services, they take on the role of consumers. If citizens interact with the execution environment to create new services, they take on the role of a developer, which can configure existing services through the Configuration Environment. By doing so, new city services are created through the collaborative interaction of citizen developers. From the Design Layer the modeling tools can be used to create the models, which are later used in the Execution Layer to execute the services.

Within the introduced drone tour guide scenario, the developer of a new tour has to consider all necessary capabilities needed for the tour before finding fitting microservices. Only after can identified microservices be configured and orchestrated. The orchestration of existing microservices reduces the skill requirements
for defining new city services since they don’t need to be created from scratch. For this to be possible, different conceptual models need to be created that capture the essence of the new city service.

In the proof of concept system, the Olive microservice framework (see [2, 8]) was used to provide the microservices of the smart city. Olive stands for OmiLab Integrated Virtual Environment and is a microservice framework for creating model-aware web applications. It offers a common interface structure for its services, allowing the integration of external web services through a wrapper and the implementation of dedicated Olive microservices, which can then be accessed over a REST API. All microservices of Olive have a similar API structure to standardize the interaction. The wrapper enables services not implemented in Olive to be integrated and offered over the harmonized API structure. A standardized API structure eases the offering of interfaces to external web services within a modeling environment.

In Figure 1 we showed a web interface of configurable microservices for creating drone tours in an exemplary Olive instance. The overview can be automatically generated if the needed information is provided during microservice implementation. Each tile represents a microservice with a corresponding description provided by the creator. All the information for integrating the microservices in a new city service can be gathered from this interface. Additionally, it can be used to configure and interact with the microservices to better incorporate them in new city services.

For our proof of concept, we not only discuss the benefits of microservice architecture in the given case but also how conceptual modeling can be used in a low-code fashion to reduce the entry requirements for potential developers of city services and through that, increase the available services within a smart city in the long run. Therefore, the models, or more specifically the modeling tools, must be able to (i) represent the knowledge in a processable way and (ii) interact with the microservices, which are the REST APIs of Olive in our case. As we do not want to limit our proof of concept to only one modeling method, we use the ADOxx metamodeling platform [16] to create domain-specific modeling methods or employ ready-to-use modeling tools created with ADOxx. Many domain-specific modeling methods have already been implemented with
the ADOxx platform [17, 18] and some modeling methods were used to execute use-cases with CPS [38], or in the context of the Olive microservice environment [8].

A domain-specific modeling method prototype was created and tailored for linking parts of a route to their POIs and the POI’s information. A diagrammatic model can be created within the modeling tool and passed on to the tour guide service to extract the needed information for integrated POIs. An example can be seen in the top left corner of Figure 4.

Other modeling methods can be used to orchestrate microservices (e.g., payment, routing, weather, etc.). We use general-purpose languages to define this part in the proof of concept. Notably, we use their implementation in the Bee-Up tool. In Figure 4 the general-purpose modeling is shown in the upper-right corner under Smart City Service Models, which visualizes that these models use the available microservices specific to our drone tour guide scenario by interacting with their API in the Execution Layer. For the drone tour guide scenario, additional information like weather or traffic is included in the tour execution through the orchestration of different services. Further, it is shown that services can access information from models (e.g., content linking models) to use this knowledge to execute a specific service.

In the Execution Layer, the implementation aspects in our proof of concept environment are visualized. An execution environment like Amazon Web Serveries (AWS) must be available to execute and manage the different services and their instances. The services are then integrated into a microservice environment, like Olive in our tour guide scenario. The microservice environment can control the running services in the execution environment and get evaluation information back, which can be forwarded to the user interface or handled automatically. Olive then offers an overview of the available services (cf. Configuration Environment). This overview realizes the user interface of the Olive services and can support the deployment of new services. The modeling environment (e.g., Bee-Up) can interact with the Execution Environment (e.g., AWS) over its interface. Therefore, the knowledge of the models must be transformed into a sequence of process- ing steps that can be executed. Further, the information returned from the execution environment can be used to monitor the execution within the modeling environment and make decisions based on real-time data.

With our proof of concept, we evaluated our idea and analyzed how the interaction of models and microservices can be achieved to support the creation of novel city services without the need for extensive coding knowledge.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced the basic principles of an approach that enables citizens of a smart city to develop and offer their own services without the need for comprehensive software engineering knowledge by reusing existing microservices. For this purpose, we propose using conceptual models as the essential foundation for describing new services. These models are created by citizen developers and later processed by the smart city infrastructure to execute the new services, which are then offered to be consumed by other citizens. The introduced drone tour guide case was used to motivate and discuss the essential aspects of our approach.

To conclude, a SWOT analysis is presented to evaluate the findings of our study in a structured manner:

**Strengths**: The proposed microservice architecture enables reusability on different levels. On one hand, microservices can be reused as discussed in section 4.3. On the other hand, related scenarios could also be modeled and implemented using our approach, such as defibrillator delivering drones [33]. These advantages are based on the loose coupling of the models to the execution environment. The application knowledge is captured in the models and can be interpreted by different microservices. This implies that the defined case is executable if the microservice interface can be connected to the models, even in case the initial microservices are modified. For example, the hardware of drones might change, but as long as the interface stays similar, new drones can still be used within our proposed architecture.

**Weaknesses**: The introduced approach relies on an environment in which existing microservices are already available and can be reused in a meaningful way. Still, the infrastructure enabling the connection of microservices and models is not standardized. Therefore, different ways of creating and executing models or microservices exist, which are not easily integrated. Additionally, the practical application of the proposed architecture has yet to be tested in the real-world scenario of a smart city. Until today, the approach was only used in teaching and prototype environments. Further research is needed so that the approach can be analyzed in and adapted to more realistic environments.

**Opportunities**: The major opportunity of our approach is the offered support for citizens who want to develop smart solutions for problems within the city they live in, even if they lack the technical knowledge to do so. This advancement towards citizen developers is enabled through abstract models, which reduce the involved complexity and lower the required skills for creating smart city services in regards to software engineering and coding. As a result, city administrations can be supported with identifying and solving the respective city’s challenges. Metamodelling and the modeling methods created with it offer great opportunities for this purpose since they have been confirmed as sufficient tools for supporting the digital transformation process [22]. Accordingly, future research should aim at incorporating our approach of an open and model-based microservice platform into the innovation strategy of smart cities to advance the digital transformation and, at the same time, foster citizen engagement through the openness of the platform. Offering usage-based monetary compensations to the citizen developers for their created city services provides an opportunity to support citizen engagement even further.

**Threats**: The threats regarding the drone tour guide correspond to the challenges discussed in section 3.1. Namely, ICT infrastructure deficits and lacking awareness among citizens (developers and consumers) pose existential challenges for most smart city services. Additionally, the increased risk of cyber attacks must be considered in this context [31], as our approach uses open data and is build on an open platform. Since the introduced approach relies on an existing system of reusable microservices, the whole approach will not reach its full potential if this system cannot be established. Further, integrating different systems and services from multiple providers increases the probability that errors occur, which can be hard to solve in such complex environments.